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the certainty of the fulfillment.x of hieee., coming. His words will

pITttw--aceoinp1ish the purpose. he sent for. His wonderful gospel

call will not z fall on empty ears.-It As an evidence of it, the ...is going

to be fulfilled in a way that no± human being could have thought about.

In a i¬a- wv that none of them, could ...\they will go forth with rejoicing.

t cy will be lead. in peace ....wejl, there will be no need. of fighting

and. wonderfing whether they are going to make it Again , an illustration of

what we had. at the beginning of Mjoah. So that, they wilibe lead. forth

with peace, and. then what , literally , of course, we say .....is more like

this is ...and. after al].,-e- The wilderness is .not...it doesn't meawil&erness
of

as a place that is barren, but wilderness in the sense that 4s-,-.which is uncultivated

---it is not the part.. .911 the trees growing throughout the wild_.eLr.w_ The

trees of the w.4ees- wilderness, and this word Is used. only three

times, but it always used to mean to clap the hands, and Mr. Lee , xt. Now,

of course 44-44 it is a difficult thing when a book is written/ in one area,

as well in another area... difficult ... plants, animals, jewels... things like

that you do not refer to something like that.., you get into a different area.

And then you find t4'a the word.., you know that it is somEind]of a tree, but

sometimes it is difficult to prove exactly what it is. Certainly thec/ content

is clear her iete-- that instead of unpleasant, sharp, disagreeable ... they

will be pleasant, And of course, we are reminded... I do not see how we can be

reminded of the statements... do you know what the Lord saps there? In Genesis

3:? Let us look at Genesis 3:... Here we have in Genesis 3:18 thorns and
are than this word that is translap(ted here brier.

thistle s/different words that-th The

interesting thing is that they are the same word/. in Hebrew. The d== itself is

that they are disagreeable things and these disagreeable things are
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